SMILE Winter Teacher Workshop 2017
January 27-28
Continuing Professional Development

Friday, January 27
7:30 a.m. – 8 a.m.     Registration, meet and greet, coffee and pastries – outside LSC Ag rooms
8 a.m. – 8:15 a.m.     Team builder – LSC Lobby
8:15 a.m. – 8:40 a.m.  SMILE Welcome – LSC C&E Auditorium
8:45 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. Sessions by level
    Think Like a Beaver! (ES) – LSC Ag Production
    Climate Change (MS) – LSC Ag Leaders
    Drones (HS) – LSC Ag Science
10:30 a.m. – Noon     Sessions by level
    Think Like a Beaver! (ES) – LSC Ag Production
    Bioenergy (MS/HS) – LSC Ag Leaders
Noon – 1:15 p.m.       Lunch – MU Horizon Room
                      Guest speakers: Demian Baily and Don Hilliard, RCRV
1:30 p.m. – 3 p.m.     Boat Engineering
    Elementary – LSC Ag Production
    Middle School – LSC Ag Leaders
    High School – LSC Ag Science
3:15 p.m. – 5 p.m.     Sessions by level
    Food Science (ES) – LSC Ag Production
    Engineering (MS/HS) – Ag Leaders
6:30 p.m. – 8 p.m.     Dinner – MU Horizon Room
                      Guest speaker: Ryan Collay

Saturday, January 28
8 a.m. – 8:25 a.m.     Arrive, coffee and pastries – outside LSC Ag rooms
8:30 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. Choose one session
    STEM in the Community: Culturally Responsive Teaching with
    SueAnn Bottoms – LSC Ag Production
    Next Generation Science Standards with Randy Bell – LSC Ag Leaders
10:15 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Break
10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. Choose one session
    STEM in the Community: Culturally Responsive Teaching with
    SueAnn Bottoms – LSC Ag Production
    Next Generation Science Standards with Randy Bell – LSC Ag Leaders
12:30 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.  Lunch and community planning time – Any of the three LSC Ag rooms
1:30 p.m.              Final remarks and pickup kits